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So that the shoe ﬁts: Foot scanner
with the Elo touchscreen 3201L
The shoe is for the foot and not the other way round. The innovative 3D foot scanner, developed by a
German start up company, is attracting great interest across the entire shoe and sport sector and including Fraunhofer, a retail lab and specialist sports dealer.
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Projected capacitive (PCAP) technology
The screens have protective windows on the front and back. The middle layer is comprised of a sensor grid.

Capacitance froms between the ﬁnger
and an electrode in the sensor grid

Use:

Machines, interactive petrol pumps, smartphones, tablets

Entry:

Finger, glove (special glove or thin gume), special pen

Drawback: No object-based entry possible, expensive

Touch
controller
chip

touch needed, 2,4,5,10 touch points possible, compatible with Win,
Front glass
layer

Back glass
layer

Linux, Mac
Size:

Sensor grid
layers

10“ bis 42“

IntelliTouch Plus surface waves technology
the sound and convert it into electical signals. In case of screen conmtact, the standard wave sampler is changed. On the basis of the change, the co-ordinate is calculated.

Clear glas
Air gap

Use:

Machines, info kiosk, multimedia, computer based training courses

Entry:

Finger, glove, weak stylus

Drawback:

LCD

higher resolution and lightability, recongises force applied, virtually
no physical wear and tear
Size:

12“ bis 42“

3201L Interactive Digital Signage

3 year standard warranty with

(IDS) Touch Display

optional 2 year extended warranty.

This Touch Display delivers Multi-

On-site advance replacement

touch performance with “Built for

exchange option available in USA

Touch” reliability. The thin, com-

Remote management capability

mercial-grade touchscreen ideal for

for device hardware with support
for future cloud applications as

applications.

well as Intel OPS compliant with
available adapter kit

Professional-grade hardware with

Flexible mounting in portrait,

strengthened touchscreen glass to

landscape and table-top orientation

withstand the rigors of public use
Thin (<4” mounted) design is
attractive and compliant with ADA

For additional information please contact
your local Ingram Micro Data Capture / POS

and IBC protrusion requirements
Reliable, integrated IDS solution
with optional NFC / RFID scanners
and webcam kits

Or visit the Elo Touch homepage:
www.elotouch.com

